
We are looking for:

QA & support engineer (Junior + / Middle)

We are a small yet growing tech company where you have great chances to start your career
and to move from routine to learning and creativity. We have a passion for geospatial and digital
maps. We have different expertise in the fields of Software Engineering, Geospatial and CV /
Machine learning, We continuously learn and exchange our knowledge within the team. We
value the freedom of knowledge and information.

We are looking for a QA / Customer support engineer to join our team in Tashkent
or remotely

What you will be doing and responsible for:
● Interaction and communication with the users and commercial customers of the

cloud-based SaaS platform via chat, email, etc.
● Interaction with the software development team to troubleshoot problems discovered

during the testing process
● Establishing the root causes of Software errors using monitoring tools
● Development of general and detailed documentation, Bug Reports and Release notes
● Write test scripts for UI and API layers

Required skills
● 1+ years of relevant experience in QA and testing
● Knowledge of Software testing techniques
● Adaptable technical knowledge and ability to perform multiple tasks
● Mindfulness, accuracy, stress resistance, readiness to learn
● Good (B2+) language skills in English

Advanced (greatly appreciated)
● Experience in UX / UI testing using collaboration tools: Figma, Miro, etc.
● Experience and basics in GIS: QGiS, Mapbox API
● Knowledge of experience in testing frameworks: Postman, Cypress

You are welcome to promote any additional skills that might be useful for the startup
team

web: geoalert.io
email: hello@geoalert.io
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What we offer

We have a lot of opportunities for professional growth and career in our company.
We provide a relocation package to Tashkent.
Salary bump every 4-6 months,
💲Starting salary $800-1200
📍Office: Tashkent city center, or remotely

Contacts to send your CV:
Email: hello@geoalert.io
Tg: @godnik0

Research interns

This is the summertime ☀ when you can take your step forward.
We are looking for young professionals who want to learn how to work with the geospatial data
and Machine Learning to solve the real world problems.
If you have enough time and motivation to bring your research project to a meaningful outcome.

We help you to get the sufficient resources of infrastructure and supervise your intermediate
results.
Domains:

- Machine learning / CV
- Geospatial analysis
- Earth Observation data processing
- Aerial imagery / UAV data processing

Shoot your CV to hello@geoalert.io we look forward to having you on our team!
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